CALIFORNIA LEGAL DOUBLES
(TRUCK TRACTOR, SEMI-TRAILER & TRAILER*)

OPTION A

75' max. vehicle combination
VC 35401(b)

AND

28'6" max.

Exclude dock bumpers
nose standown brackets

and 5th wheel slide ramps

28'6" max.

May use a sliding drawbar to extend to 77'6" max. vehicle combination when traveling 35 mph or less on any highway, except a freeway.
VC 35402(e)

When the length of the combination of vehicles exceeds 75 feet, the load shall be confined within the exterior dimensions of the vehicles.
VC 35411(b)

75' max. overall
VC 35411(a)

OPTION B

65' max. vehicle combination
VC 35401(a)+(b)

OR

28'6" max.

Exclude dock bumpers
nose standown brackets

and 5th wheel slide ramps

28'6" max.

May use a sliding drawbar to extend to 67'6" max. vehicle combination when traveling 35 mph or less on any highway, except a freeway.
VC 35402(e)

75' max. overall
VC 35411(a)

* "Trailer" can consist of semi-trailer & auxiliary dolly
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